Technical and Commercial Developments in Perfumery Materials

Natural Essential Oils
Extraction Processes and Application to Some Major Oils

By Bernard Meyer-Warnod,

Camilli, Alberl & Laloue, Grasse, France
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e woid natural essential oil means or covers
aromatic extracts from vegetable matter
(flowers, leaves, branches, roots, gums, fruits)
and extracts from animal secretion.
Several processes are used to obtain natural
oils. These processes are developed
in order to
obtain tbe best aromatic substance to satisfy tbe
needs of the perfumer and of the flavorist, in accordance with the worldwide
legislation
governing the use of these products.
“Essential oil” is a generic term and in fact
may be
●

●
●
●
●

Concrete—a
fatty wax saturated
with an
aromatic substance
Absolute—an
alcohol-soluble
liquid or semiliquid oil saturated with an aromatic substance
Resinoki—an
alcohol or benzene direct distillation
Steam distilled oil
CO, extracted oil
METHODS

OF EXTRACTION OF NATURAL
ESSENTIAL OILS
Solvent Extrectlon

The operation temperature. varies with the solvent used and its boiling point (60 to f30’C). The
duration of extraction and the number of possible
successive extinctions, i.e., how many times the
vessel is filled with solvent, varies fmm one vegeteble matter to another in general, and specifically acceding
to the characteristics of the vegetable matter such as humidity or ripeness on a
given day. This is why it has been said many
times that the production of good natural oils is
similar to good cooking.
After maceration
the saturated solvent-containing aromatic substances is pumped to a‘ ‘concentrator”
and heated at the solvent boiling
point. The solvent is recycled and the volume of
the solution is reduced to one tenth. The product
is then pumped into a vacuum “finishing
concentrator.”
The product
obtained
after final
concenbtion
is the concrete, which resembles a
fatty w% more or less solid when at room temperature.
The concrete
is rather liquid for lavender,
lavandin, a little mom viscous for beeswax and
quite solid for clary sage. In addition to aromatic
substances, the concretes contein wax and natural colorings. Most are easily stored at mom temperature.

Production of Concrete
The static extraction vessel is filled with vegetable matter and covered with sn organic solvent
either hexane, benzene, toluene or other binary
solvents (See figure 1.)
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from Concrete to Abeolute

In most cases solvent extracted products are
used in an alcohol
solution.
Perfumers
and
flavorists usually require extmcts that me com19SdAllured PublishingCorp.
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Figure 1. Solvent extraction

Figwu 2. Tmnsfcmnatlon
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Figure 4. Staarn distillation
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Figura 5. Hydrodiffusion
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pletely soluble in alcohol.
Waxes are not soluble in alcohol at low temperature (– I“C), therefore, a concrete is diluted
in alcohol at 30 to 400C and strongly agitated.
When this alcohol
solution is refrigerated
at
minus 5 to I&C, waxes precipitate. Filtration is
made through a rotsry falter by adsorption. The
obtained
filtrate is vacuum concentrated
and
after alcohol elimination, the absolute remains.
(See figure 2.) Absolutes are generafly in liquid
form though they may be viscous or “pasty.”

being lighter thsn water, floats to the top in the
Florentine flask and water is in the bottom.
For indirect distillation, a water suspension of
the raw material is brought to boiling point; then
the steam saturated with aromatic volatile substances is condensed in the refrigerator and oil is
separated from water in the Florentine flask.
Most essences am liquid, but iris is not. They
me more or less colorated and have a high percentage of volatiles.

Production

In contrast to usual direct steam distillation,
the steam enters km the top of the vessel. The
resulting solution is condensed below the vessel
and oil plus water are separated in the Florentine
flask. (See figure 5.)
The main advantages of this method are in
energy saving km reduced distillation time and
therefbre reduced steam consumption, as well as
no hydrolysis because the vegetable matier is
never in contact with water, only steam.
Hydmdiffusion
is primarily used for seeds, but
not for iris where the hydrolysis msction is de sirable, nor fbr gums that contain equipment-clogging solids.

of Resinoids

Resinoids me obtained in a floating filter extmctor by filling the vessel with alcohol, chlorine
solvents or even benzene, strongly agitating snd
then filtering. The filtrate is pumped into a concentrator where the solvent is evcqmrated. (See
figure 3.) When no solvent remains, the obtained
product is the so-called “resinoid.”
The solvent
most fiwquently used is alcohol, but this may occasionally vary with the raw material processed.
Steam Diatilletion
Clsaalc Steam Dietlllstion
The “essence”
or “distilled oil” is obtained by
direct or indirect steam distillation as shown in
fignle 4.
For direct distillation, the vessel is filled with
gum or vegetable matter. Steam is injected at the
bottom, once saturated with sromatic oil particles, it is condensed
in the refrigerator. The oil,
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Aocelareted

Diatlllstlon

This patented
device
(Aroma Process,
06
Mougins/France),
shown in figure 6, accelerates
distillation by mpturing the oil-containing
plant
cells through the grinder of a turbine.
Indirect heating by the walls gives a better
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ratio of heat exchange without any possibility of
having a “burnt” note in the solution. In addition, this process decreaxes distillation time and
makes possible extracting nf the most vnlatile
notes in the saturated gas at the tnp of the cnndensor, which is not pnssible with the usual
sterun distillation process. The yields may also
inc~axe.

Spatial

SaJlactiva Mathoda

We have developed
a line of mnlecular distillation products called U.V. for Ultra Vacuum.
Newly
developed
are essence
Vetyver
UV,
Olibanum
W which enjoys a very good ratio
quality/price,
and Absolue Lavandin W which
enables the perfumer to obtain a good long lasting cheap lavender nnte when mixed with either
essence Lavandin Abrialis or Gmsso. Also available are Absolue Clove W, Absolue Hay and
Cyste W which are colorless and mnre powerful
than the normal absolute.

Vacuum Diatillatlon
In many cases the oil obtained either by snlvent extraction or by steam distillation dces not
exactly fit the periimer
rmdlor the flavorist’s
needs. It is snmetimes necessary either to eliminate certain constituents, for example, terpenes
nr heavy colorings, nr to reinfome the percentage
of major aromatic constituents such as imne, aldehydes, linalol, or cedml.
Fi@m 7 shows a distillation column where according to their boiling Wint temperatures, various components
can be isolated. The temperature gradually increases during the process in
order to separate the volatiles fust, then the nther
constituent.
The better the vacuum is, the lower
the distillation temperature which in tum saves
the olfactive components
of the product from
degradation.
Molacular

Dlatillation

Molecular
obtain:

or short-path distillation

is used to

-colorless
product
—mom stable product because nf the elimination
of heavy constituents (acids, colorings)
—more delicate note because of the increase of
the pementage of the aromatic parts of the oil
Because of the sting vacuum (from 1~’ to 1~’
PSI) the boiling @nt
and exhactinn time am
highly reduced, thus preventing the loss nf some
heat-sensitive notes in the nil.
The product tn be processed is combined with
a heavy and light snlvent and then is passed
through the short-path evapmatcmi the most volatile parts are condensed with light solvents on a
so-called “finger” in the middle of the evaporator
and then recuperated as a fust distillate. (See figure 8.) The other parts me condensed
on the
walls nf this first short-path evaporator
and
pumped into a second evaporator. Them again,
other partx of the oil are concentrated
on the
inner “finger” and recuperated as a second distillate. Residues
and heavy solvent are condensed and recuperated in the residue tank.
98/Perfwner
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CO, Extraction
The advantages of this new method nf extraction (see figures 9 and 10) am the following
no residual toxic snlvents, which is particularly appropriate fnr mahxials used in flavors
● low process temperature,
of importance when
processing
unstable
and/or heat sensitive
products
●

●

fipmt
selectivi~
(cafTeine extmctinn)
non-flammable
(no fire risk)
● energy saving (no lnss of petrel or organic SOlvent such as hexane or benzene)
●

CO, extraction parameters can be varied according tn the characteristics of the desired pmduc~
either by using liquid COZ or supemritical C02
(more than 1071 PSI and at 31°C or mom). By
changing the pressure and temperature parameters the characteristics
of a given extract will
change. C02 extraction will be a major process of
natural aromatic
raw material extraction
for
flavors rmd fragrances in tdure years.
The principle of the method is baaed on the
good volubility in CO, of most constituents of
aromatic vegetable matter andor semi-finished
products such as concrete or even essences.
The extractnr is filled with vegetable matter
and C08 is added. Presswe and temperature inside the vessel arc regulated according to the
manufacturing process developed.
Saturated
CO, is then pumped
intn the
separator vessel in which pressure and temperature am lower thrm in the extraction tank. The
product
is removed
and the remaining
CO,
pumped into the chamoal trap tank to be purified
and recycled.
APPLICATION

TO SOME MAJOR OILS

The oils have heen chosen because either they
can be extracted by different routes (rose, iris,
mosses, galbamnn), they present some interesting points such as bitter orange, m they are special (blackcumant buds, marigold). Most of all, I
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Figure 11. Orls rhizomes dlstlllatlon
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must mention jasmin, the king of the oils.
Jasndn
While
produced
in France,
Italy, Egypt,
Alger@
Morocco,
Tnrkey, India, South Africa,
the most delicate jasmin is the French and, to a
lesser extent the Italian one. But they only represent each 2.5% of the total production
with
France being stable and Italy decreasing. Egypt
is by far the most important soume of production
with quite a regular quality. Morocco and India
am second with Indian production picking up,
May I remind you that 10,000 flowers are
needed fir 1 kg of flowers and that a good worker
spends two hours ta harvest those 10,CK)Oflowers.
Each kg of concrete jasmin hexane needs 37o to
450 kg of flowers and 2 kg of that concrete give 1
kg of absolue jasmin hexane. When extracted
with henzol only 250 to 300 kg of flowers am
needed fur 1 kg concrete jssmin benzol and only
lIC’8Wl of that concrete jasmin benml gives 1 kg
of absolue jasmin benml.
A 100% natural benzol note jasmin has been
produced but without benml and at a cheaper
price. By a binary solvent we have obtained jasmin “CAMR.” Thanks to a better yield the price
is 40% below that ofjasmin benzol.
Rose

Eatmcted by salvent (hexane), mse gives concrete and absolute, or by steam distillation it
gives the essence. The Rose de Mai Pays produced in Fmnce is a special species called “centildia.” The other locations produce Row “Dalmaacena” or Dalmascena hibrid. 550 to 800 kg of
concrete Rose Centifulia am produced in Fmnce.
Among the average 3000 kg of concrete Rose
Dahnascena
produced
per year, a major part
(about 2000 kg) comes fmm Turkey. 450 to 500 kg
of flowers me needed tu obtain 1 kg of concrete
and an average 11C500 of concrete gives 1 kg of
absolute. Of 1500 to 2000 kg of steam distilled
mse produced, 50% comes fmm Turkey, the balante fmm Bulgaria and Morocco.
Each kg of
steam distilled mse oil needs four tons of flowers.
Iris
Figure 11 shows iris rhizome
distillation.
Though it is called iris concrete or iris butter, the
product is obtained by steam distillation. The
roots am used for extraction and not the flowers.
It can also be extracted by benzene and then the
product obtained is called Resinoid Iris.
400,0MI kg of roots produced every year in
Italy, hrdfof it is pealed at the time of the summer
harvest. Roots have to be stored at room temperature for three years to have their imne pement102/Pwfum.r & Flcworist

age increased by enzymatic
reaction. Two to
three weeks hefom processing, roots are stored in
a wamr mom (80’ F), then put through a grinder.
Acid water is added. In the distillation tank the
solution is heated at boiling
point and after
passing through a refrigerator, iris concrete is
separated fmm water in the Florentine flask. The
yield is I% with 15 to 20% natural imne content.
Bllter Orange
The bitter orange tree is quite special as nearly
all the parts of it am used for producing an oil
through different methods of production.
Orange

Blossoms

Two alternatives
of production
are used.
Hexa.ne solvent extraction uses 400 te 5Wl kg of
flowers giving 1 kg of concrete and 11C800 of
concrete is needed to obtain 1 kg absolute. Ofnn
average yearly production
of 1000 kg, !XFZ is
produced in Tunisia and Morocco and the bafance in France.
The orange blossoms can also be processed by
steam distillation ta obtain Nemli oil. Oftbe 6MI
tu 1000 kg produced per year, Grasst only produces up to 50 kg and the balance comes fmm
Tunisia and Morocco. lCM)Ota 1250 kg of omnge
flowers give 1 kg of Nemli oil plus 700 liters of
“Eau de Fleurs dOranger.”
Extracted by alcohol, WOO liters of Eau de Fleurs d’Omnger
give 1 kg of Absolue Eau de Fleurs d’Oranger.
Tunisia and Morocco together produce 80 to
120 kg of Absolue Eau de Fleurs cf’Oranger per
year.
Leaves and Branches
These are steam-distilled
to obtain pctitgrain
oil produced
in Paraguay, Tunisia, Morocco,
Egypt and Italy. 500 to 600 kg of leaves and end
of branches give 1 kg of petitgrain oil Plus 500
liters of Eau de Bmuts (“bmuts” means the end
of branches). 3000 to 4000 liters of Eau de Bmuts
gives 1 kg of Absolue Eau de Bmuts when extracted by alcohol. 150 to 300 kg of Absolue Eau
de Bmuts me produced per year. The bitter orange tme also produces fruit which is used in
food and beverages.
Blackcurrant

Buds

In oder to stmngtben the blackcurrant bushes
produced in Burgundy, France, they are cut in
Septcmher and the buds am pinned fmm the stem
with a knife. Five hours are needed ta obtain 1
kg of buds-35
to 45 kg of buds give 1 kg of concrete which in turn give 0.8 kg of absolute. Blackcumant buds absolute is very thick; to make it
easier to use and more homogeneous,
it is often
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dissolved

in DPG.

of concrete which in turn gives 0.8 kg of absolute.

Marigold

Galbanum

Marigold absolute has been developed
fmm a
variety of “tsgetes” which msinly grow in Egypt
and South Africa. 450 to 500 kg of flowers are
needed to obtain 1 kg of concrete which in turn
gives 300 to 320 g of absolute.
In a perfixne it gives a very floral note, green
with a bitter, dry and woody tmrch. It is used in
romantic perfumes and in bases like hyacinth,
lilac, gmlenia, tis~d~ jonquil, tubemse, narcissus, lily of the vslley.

Galbamrm gum is a secretion extracted fmm a
tree in Iran with a yearly production of 120,000
kg. Steam distilled, the yield is 17% to 20%; slcobol extracted, the yield is 4(37o to 50% to obtain
resinoid.

Moaaaa
Mosses are solvent extracted to obtain concrete
snd alcohol extracted to obtain resinoid. From
the conmete or the absolute several qualities of
colorless
mosses have been developed
using
special processes
including
molecular distillation.
2000 to WOO metric tons of tree moss are prOduced in France. Oak moss comes from Yugoslavia and, to a lesser extent, from Morocco. An
average of250 kg of moss is needed to obtain 1 kg

Modarator
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CONCLUSION
This discussion offers a brief overview of the
difhent
processes used to obtain natural essential oils. The trend of development
in natursl essentird oils for the near future will be to:
-obtain
products free of organic solvents
—impmve the preparation of the plant matter in
order to get better yields
-develop
aromatic molecules
through f%nnentstion
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